
REPORT REFERENCED BELOW IS POSTED SEPARATELY (PDF file) 
---------- Forwarded message ---------- 
From: Mark Herrmann <mlherrmann@alaska.edu> 
Date: Wed, Sep 8, 2010 at 3:37 PM 
Subject: ACTA Report 
To: Dana Thomas <dlthomas@alaska.edu>, Carol Lewis <celewis@alaska.edu> 
Cc: Susan Henrichs <smhenrichs@alaska.edu>, Brian Rogers <bdrogers@alaska.edu> 
 
*Hi Dana and Carol,* 
 
I was just gathering some materials to help me write up an SOM proposal to 
send to Faculty Senate for the UAF Core Curriculum when I ran across this 
publication from ACTA that came out a year ago.  ACTA was the one who 
originally singled UAF out as the only University of the top 100 
Universities to offer Economics in its Core and we were then featured on Fox 
News.  The Aug 2009 report lists us now as only 2 of 100 Universities to do 
so (along with West Point). 
 
On Page 20 of this report they write about UAF 
 
*"Today’s anything-goes curriculum means students are left unprepared to 
succeed in the global economy. 
* 
*Economics has never been more important, but hardly any universities 
require it. Despite its importance in a globalized economy, basic economics 
is required at only two out of the 100 institutions surveyed: the University 
of Alaska-Fairbanks and the United States Military Academy (West Point). 
These two institutions show that a truly forward-looking general education 
program includes both the traditional and the innovative."* 
 
In general UAF receives very good marks from ACTA for its Core.  You can 
glance at pages 25 to 29 to see their summary charts. 
 
It might not hurt for President Gamble to have a copy of this. 
 
Thanks 
 
Mark 
 
cc. Susan, Brian 
 
--  
Mark Herrmann 
Dean, School of Management 
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---------- Forwarded message ---------- 
From: Mark Herrmann <mlherrmann@alaska.edu> 
Date: Wed, Sep 8, 2010 at 3:50 PM 
Subject: One last thing 
To: Dana Thomas <dlthomas@alaska.edu>, Carol Lewis <celewis@alaska.edu> 
Cc: Brian Rogers <bdrogers@alaska.edu>, Susan Henrichs < 
smhenrichs@alaska.edu> 
 
 
Sorry for another e-mail but if you check out 
 
http://whatwilltheylearn.com/schools/states/AK.html 
 
you will see that we are ranked higher than both UAS and UAA on the Core. 
 
I am getting myself all worked up for the consultants meeting tomorrow! 
 
 
 
--  
Mark Herrmann 
Dean 
School of Management 
University Alaska Fairbanks 
Fairbanks, Alaska 99775 
907-474-7116 
mlherrmann@alaska.edu 
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Forwarded conversation 
Subject: Core suggestions 
------------------------ 
 
From: *Charlie Dexter* <cndexter@alaska.edu> 
Date: Wed, Sep 8, 2010 at 12:46 PM 
To: Dana Thomas <dlthomas@alaska.edu> 
Cc: Michele Stalder <mestalder@alaska.edu>, Pete Pinney <pppinney@alaska.edu> 
 
Dana, 
 
Two thoughts for the core review discussions. 
 
1)  Could course that are part of the AAS core (9 cr. communication, 3 cr. 
Human Relations, 3 cr. computation) also fulfill BA/BS core? 
 
2)  UAF has a very large group of AAS seeking students who are essentially 
cut off from efficiently continuing on to BA/BS because of the large number 
of BA/BS core credits not required in AAS degrees.  Could there be some 
acknowledgment of AAS degrees fulfilling a larger part of the bachelor core? 
 
--  
Charlie Dexter 
Department Chair / Professor 
Applied Business, Paralegal and Accounting 
UAF Community & Technical College 
604 Barnett Street 
Fairbanks, AK 99701 
P: 907.455.2837 
F: 907.455.2941 
Email: charlie.dexter@alaska.edu 
 
http://www.ctc.uaf.edu 
http://www.CharlieDexter.com 
 
---------- 
From: *Dana Thomas* <dlthomas@alaska.edu> 
Date: Thu, Sep 9, 2010 at 8:09 AM 
To: Charlie.Dexter@alaska.edu 
Cc: Michele Stalder <mestalder@alaska.edu>, Pete Pinney <pppinney@alaska.edu> 
 
Charlie: 
 
CTC and CRCD needs to take these specific suggestions to the faculty senate 
through Curricular Affairs or the new ad hoc core revision committee that is 
tentatively planned for this year.  We certainly need a better pathway for 
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AAS students to pursue further education.  At the moment the senate is 
addressing the intended outcomes of the core not the specific courses or 
sequences.  I will pass your messages to the senate and encourage them to 
engage you in the conversation. 
 
Dana Thomas 
--  
Dana L. Thomas PhD 
Vice Provost, Accreditation Liaison Officer and Professor of Statistics 
University of Alaska Fairbanks 
 
--  
Dana L. Thomas PhD 
Vice Provost, Accreditation Liaison Officer and Professor of Statistics 
University of Alaska Fairbanks 
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---------- Forwarded message ----------


From: Mark Herrmann <mlherrmann@alaska.edu>


Date: Wed, Sep 8, 2010 at 3:37 PM


Subject: ACTA Report


To: Dana Thomas <dlthomas@alaska.edu>, Carol Lewis <celewis@alaska.edu>


Cc: Susan Henrichs <smhenrichs@alaska.edu>, Brian Rogers <bdrogers@alaska.edu>


*Hi Dana and Carol,*


I was just gathering some materials to help me write up an SOM proposal to


send to Faculty Senate for the UAF Core Curriculum when I ran across this


publication from ACTA that came out a year ago.  ACTA was the one who


originally singled UAF out as the only University of the top 100


Universities to offer Economics in its Core and we were then featured on Fox


News.  The Aug 2009 report lists us now as only 2 of 100 Universities to do


so (along with West Point).


On Page 20 of this report they write about UAF


*"Today’s anything-goes curriculum means students are left unprepared to


succeed in the global economy.


*


*Economics has never been more important, but hardly any universities


require it. Despite its importance in a globalized economy, basic economics


is required at only two out of the 100 institutions surveyed: the University


of Alaska-Fairbanks and the United States Military Academy (West Point).


These two institutions show that a truly forward-looking general education


program includes both the traditional and the innovative."*


In general UAF receives very good marks from ACTA for its Core.  You can


glance at pages 25 to 29 to see their summary charts.


It might not hurt for President Gamble to have a copy of this.


Thanks


Mark


cc. Susan, Brian


-- 


Mark Herrmann


Dean, School of Management


---------- Forwarded message ----------


From: Mark Herrmann <mlherrmann@alaska.edu>


Date: Wed, Sep 8, 2010 at 3:50 PM


Subject: One last thing


To: Dana Thomas <dlthomas@alaska.edu>, Carol Lewis <celewis@alaska.edu>


Cc: Brian Rogers <bdrogers@alaska.edu>, Susan Henrichs <


smhenrichs@alaska.edu>


Sorry for another e-mail but if you check out


http://whatwilltheylearn.com/schools/states/AK.html

you will see that we are ranked higher than both UAS and UAA on the Core.


I am getting myself all worked up for the consultants meeting tomorrow!


-- 


Mark Herrmann


Dean


School of Management


University Alaska Fairbanks


Fairbanks, Alaska 99775


907-474-7116


mlherrmann@alaska.edu

Forwarded conversation


Subject: Core suggestions


------------------------


From: *Charlie Dexter* <cndexter@alaska.edu>


Date: Wed, Sep 8, 2010 at 12:46 PM


To: Dana Thomas <dlthomas@alaska.edu>


Cc: Michele Stalder <mestalder@alaska.edu>, Pete Pinney <pppinney@alaska.edu>


Dana,


Two thoughts for the core review discussions.


1)  Could course that are part of the AAS core (9 cr. communication, 3 cr.


Human Relations, 3 cr. computation) also fulfill BA/BS core?


2)  UAF has a very large group of AAS seeking students who are essentially


cut off from efficiently continuing on to BA/BS because of the large number


of BA/BS core credits not required in AAS degrees.  Could there be some


acknowledgment of AAS degrees fulfilling a larger part of the bachelor core?


-- 


Charlie Dexter


Department Chair / Professor


Applied Business, Paralegal and Accounting


UAF Community & Technical College


604 Barnett Street


Fairbanks, AK 99701


P: 907.455.2837


F: 907.455.2941


Email: charlie.dexter@alaska.edu

http://www.ctc.uaf.edu

http://www.CharlieDexter.com

----------


From: *Dana Thomas* <dlthomas@alaska.edu>


Date: Thu, Sep 9, 2010 at 8:09 AM


To: Charlie.Dexter@alaska.edu

Cc: Michele Stalder <mestalder@alaska.edu>, Pete Pinney <pppinney@alaska.edu>


Charlie:


CTC and CRCD needs to take these specific suggestions to the faculty senate


through Curricular Affairs or the new ad hoc core revision committee that is


tentatively planned for this year.  We certainly need a better pathway for


AAS students to pursue further education.  At the moment the senate is


addressing the intended outcomes of the core not the specific courses or


sequences.  I will pass your messages to the senate and encourage them to


engage you in the conversation.


Dana Thomas


-- 


Dana L. Thomas PhD


Vice Provost, Accreditation Liaison Officer and Professor of Statistics


University of Alaska Fairbanks


-- 


Dana L. Thomas PhD


Vice Provost, Accreditation Liaison Officer and Professor of Statistics


University of Alaska Fairbanks


